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One negative, but not entirely inappropriate, way of looking at government is as a 

series of memorials to old problems: for example, the Agriculture Department in 

America took its origins from the problems of agricultural productivity as these were 

experienced in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Those problems were solved and 

super-solved to the point of creating serious problems of agricultural surplus, but the 

Agriculture Department carries on and there are still 70,000 Agricultural Extension 

agents in the field looking for something to do. The problem of Labour grew up 

around the problems of unemployment and underemployment in the Thirties: those 

problems have in many ways been solved, and yet the titles on the doors of the 

Labour Department are the same. I’ve noticed about that Department that when you 

walk into it through the front door, the elevator at the very front is hand- operated and 

all the others are automatically run. In the Department of Commerce across the street, 

the front elevator is automated and all the others are hand-operated. It’s a general rule 

that agencies come into being around problems that are perceived as critical problems 

and then go on living when those problems have shifted away: in the field of 

government, there is no organisational equivalent to biological death.  

 

What happens when new problems strike the governmental structure—for example, 

the problem of the cities as we’ve discovered it in the United States over the last few 

years? This is another way of asking how, as a government, we respond to new 

situations, how public learning takes place, how government can function as a 

learning system, or what public learning is. There’s an idea here that goes beyond the 

notion of social learning per Se: the idea that a government should be learning for the 

society as a whole, that it should be experimenting for the society as a whole. A 

rhetoric goes with this: for example, in the United States we frequently talk about 

urgent public problems and the need to solve them; we’re exhorted to face up to our 

national problems, to experiment with them, to break away from the past. It’s even 

said that we can learn from events that we did not start, such as the great Depression.  

 

The metaphor of learning runs through the entire discussion. But it’s also clear that 

we have been extremely inept at the process of public learning, and this is not 

particularly attributable to a dearth of ideas. On the contrary, almost any problem you 

can name has a number of very interesting ideas for its potential solution. Our 

difficulty, particularly over the last decade, has to do with the carrying out of any 

policy for social change. The field of housing policy is a good case. Since the Thirties 

we’ve begun a series of housing programmes—public housing, urban renewal, the 

recent middle-income housing programme—each one of which was a response to 

mistakes made by the previous one, a veering away from the last mistake rather than a 

way of confronting the underlying problems directly. Housing is only one example: 

you could as well look at health services or social welfare services. It has occasionally 

been argued that the failure of these programmes is due to the lack of commitment to 
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them, to the fact that we never have invested enough, for example, in low-income 

housing. But one could as well argue that the failure of these policies, and our ability 

to implement them, rests on a radically inadequate theory about the process of 

implementing any policy.  

 

We have a theory of public learning and its tenets are roughly as follows. First, that 

the issues are given, that we know what they are—whether they’re problems of 

export, or the balance of payments, or poverty, or health—and although we may 

inquire into them, the inquiry doesn’t usually take into account the process by which 

the issues came to be perceived as important in the first place. Second, a radical 

distinction is made between the formation of a policy and its implementation. Third, 

the process by which a policy comes to be implemented is a centre-periphery process: 

the model of government as the centre fanning policy out to the periphery is just as 

strong here as it was in the case of the diffusion of innovation. The way we think 

about inquiring into policy is borrowed in heavy measure from the physical sciences. 

It is what I would call scientistic: we talk about experiment, about establishing 

controls, about learning what the variables are, about getting quantitative measures of 

the results of our work, about undertaking experiment and then extending the results 

of experiment, and so on. Further, government tends to act as though once you had 

developed a policy, that policy would remain steady over a long period of time; and 

one of the features of its being steady is that it exists in compartmentalised units 

which have their parallels in compartmentalised government agencies, as though there 

were a rule that said, in effect: one agency, one policy.  

 

These are some of the features of the theory according to which policy is 

implemented, and the failure of that theory can be seen in the light of three basic sorts 

of question which we need to ask in order to get at the problem of how public learning 

might take place. One is: how do ideas come into good currency, how do issues come 

to be powerful for action, how do we decide what it’s important to work on as a 

country? Second, how can the social system of government, the society of 

government, shift in response to a new problem? Third, how can government go about 

developing and carrying out a policied solution to a new problem when it’s clear that 

the problem has to be worked on but it is not clear what the solution is, and when no 

solution is going to last very long?  

 

 

Schon’s Law  

There is an underlying invisible process by which an idea becomes powerful for our 

thoughts in the first place. Our bias in favour of the rational, the scientific, the well-

formed and the retrospective causes us to disregard the least visible processes and 

only pay attention to what’s on the surface. But the invisible processes are essential to 

change in public policy and to public learning in general. One of the marks of a 

learning system is that it’s capable of transforming its ideas in good currency at a rate 

commensurate with its own learning and changing situations. In the Fifties if you 

wanted to get money from the American Congress you could use terms like 

‘competition with the Russians’ and ‘basic research’. Those ideas were in good 

currency, and your ability to get money with them was a test of their power and good 

currency. By the early Sixties those ideas had lost their magic, and if you wanted to 

get money from Congress you needed instead to talk about poverty, about urban 

problems, about minorities. A new set of ideas in good currency had driven out the 
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old. There is here a law of limited numbers which applies to ideas in good currency 

just as it applies to ladies’ fashions—that is to say, there can only be so many 

operative at one time.  

 

When I first came into government in 1963, I was concerned with the field of science 

and technology, and there were at the time three ideas in good currency with respect 

to science and technology. One was the concept of automation. In order to deal with 

the concept of automation we had an Automation Commission. The problem of 

automation was the problem of the dislocation of workers and of the elimination of 

employment. We formed the commission on what I would call the Noah’s Ark 

principle: we had two Negroes, two women, two Labour leaders and so on. The 

deliberations of the Automation Commission began at a time when the unemployment 

rate was 6 per cent and everyone was sure we were confronting a national crisis. The 

work of the commission went on over a period of roughly two years. During that 

period the Bureau of Labour Statistics began an inquiry into rates of change in 

productivity. We discovered that the rate of change in productivity in the United 

States over the last 30 years had been a roughly constant 2+ per cent: no automation 

crisis to be discovered anywhere, and during the period in which the commission was 

doing its work, the unemployment rate dropped from 6 per cent to 4 per cent. The 

consequence was that when the commission published its report, the report was 

quietly dropped.  

 

We had another problem, which was the shortage of scientific and technical 

manpower. In the late Fifties it was not uncommon, in scientific and technical circles, 

to point out that we were going to suffer a remarkable shortage of scientists. The 

Defence Department was doing a great deal of research. The R and D budget had 

gone from three billion to 17 billion dollars over a decade, and we rumoured in those 

days that it would intersect the gross national product by 1980. NASA was beginning 

its work and it was clear to everybody that the demand for scientists and engineers 

would far outstrip the supply. A commission was formed under Doctor James Killian 

from MIT to begin studying scientific and technical manpower shortages. The report 

did its work over a three-year period. During that period we began to see a levelling-

off in the rate of growth of R and D expenditures in the Defence Department. The 

consequence of that was that scientists and engineers began to walk the streets of Los 

Angeles and Long Island. But the momentum behind the Manpower Shortage 

Commission was so great that they continued to do their work and published a report 

proving that there was a manpower shortage and recommending policy to deal with it 

in 1964. The next issue was the problem of what do we do about the cutbacks in 

armaments, in defence spending. That problem began with the Ackley Commission in 

1964. Vietnam happened in the middle of it and the commission published its report 

showing that we had a problem at the same time as the rate was taking off again.  

 

I would, therefore, propose Schon’s Law to the effect that no idea in good currency is 

appropriate to the circumstances of its time. And since you can only get money on the 

basis of ideas in good currency you can never get money to work on any problem 

that’s real. Which explains a great many of the games that are played by those who 

are doing research on problems which they must pretend are related to some ideas 

when they are in fact related to others. I describe the problem lightly but I regard it as 

a major and serious problem, and it seems to me that the remedy for it must begin 

with attention to the process itself: that is to say, we must become publicly attentive to 
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how we decide what the issues are that are worth working on. We must become 

attentive to the mysterious process by which we select from more pieces of 

information than we can handle those pieces that guide us in the work that we do. It 

becomes important to support what I would call the vanguard roles—roles like 

entrepreneur, teacher, artist, consultant, prophet, visionary, the roles which, in 

Marshall McLuhan’s phrase, may be used to break the rear-view mirror of the time. 

The process of evaluation, the process by which we determine the consequences of 

what we do as governments and try to use that information to modify our policies— 

this needs work. Finally, those elements of what I would call the society of 

government, or the social system of government, which stand in the way of response 

to new ideas in good currency—they require work as well.  

 

This notion of the social system of government and its shifts is also part of the process 

by which government may become a more effective sort of learning system. Imagine 

yourself to be the President of the country with a number of Federal departments or 

agencies with names like agriculture, labour, commerce, reporting to you. And 

suppose that a new problem like the problem of the cities presents itself. Now such a 

problem fragments the existing system of agencies—there is no agency, for example, 

which is not working on the problem of the cities. The Agriculture Department works 

on it because food is distributed and used in the cities, the Labour Department works 

on it because people work in the cities, the Commerce Department works on it 

because of trade in the cities. What, then, do you do if you wish to equip the 

government with the capability of responding to the problem? One response, a 

traditional one, is to form an inter-agency committee which pools together the 

resources of each of the separate agencies working on the problem. I’ve had occasion 

to ask people in a variety of contexts what their experience has been with inter-agency 

committees and I’ve almost always found it to be comparable to my own—namely, 

that they’ve never been in one that worked. More precisely, I have found myself in 

committees of an interagency kind that worked at the beginning when the sense of 

crisis and pressure was high, but when that began to be relieved, the baronial instincts 

of the departmental representatives reasserted themselves to the extent that the main 

agenda of those participating was to protect the territory of the agencies rather than to 

work on the problem that presented itself in the committee.  

 

Another response is to effect a consolidating reorganisation: that is to say, to combine 

those departments or agencies which might be combined to provide a more effective 

organisational way of attacking the problem. But such a reorganisation tends to get 

into trouble unless a major new infusion of funds goes with it, because the old 

agencies have their old constituencies which support them and the battle between the 

dynamically conservative systems of those old agencies—such as the Housing and 

Home Finance Agency in the United States which went to make up a part of HUD, 

the Housing and Urban Development Department—will defeat the efforts of a new 

leader to shape the reorganised agencies to a new problem. The temptation is to 

continue to perform the old functions in the old way but under new headings.  

 

The more promising approach is the creation of a new agency and there are in recent 

American history a couple of examples that are appropriate here. One is the Peace 

Corps—a new agency designed to carry out a new function—and the other is the 

Office of Economic Opportunity, a new agency set up to tackle the newly perceived 

problem of poverty. It’s interesting that although the Peace Corps is a relatively young 
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agency and instituted something designed to preserve youth called the ‘Five-Year 

Flush’, according to which no one may remain in the agency for more than five years, 

nevertheless, the problem with which the agency is primarily concerned is the 

problem of bureaucratic aging: that is to say, how to keep from rigidifying around a 

particular set of specifications for carrying out its functions. In fact, if what we said 

earlier about the loss of the stable state is correct—that the number of new problems 

found to be serious year by year is increasing—then the creation of new agencies 

violates what in philosophy we used to describe as the principle of Occam’s razor—

the principle that entities should not be multiplied needlessly.  

 

An alternative image of a government’s social system which might be capable of 

responding effectively to new problems is that of a series of pools of competence 

which are relevant to the carrying out of Federal policy in a broad sense. Counter to 

these are project operations which have a limited life relating to specific tasks. Each 

project organisation, with its own head and performance criterion, draws on the 

competences of the competence pools as it needs them and people can move back and 

forth between the competence pools and the project staff. One of the features of such 

a system is that it permits the possibility of loyalty to and identity with government at 

a very high level of aggregation or generality: that is, it might be possible in such a 

system to have loyalty not to a particular department but to something called the 

Federal Government per se. A second is that because of the rapid movement in and 

out of specific projects one would hope to avoid dynamic conservatism operating at a 

very specific level—at the level that would make the Agriculture Department, for 

example, survive its utility —and move that level upward to the point where it would 

do little harm. A system of this kind would require an intelligence function, pointing 

to the new problems around which project teams should be formed and a control 

function worrying about the point at which projects should be started and stopped. 

Clearly it does not apply to routine operations such as the delivery of mail, but might 

well apply to work on the solution of new problems such as the problems of the cities. 

In principle, a system such as this would be rather like the system of Federal 

Commissions formed to work on problems like the drug problem or the problem of 

low-cost housing, where men are brought from a variety of walks of life to develop 

new pieces of policy and then return to their area positions when the policy work is 

done. But a project system of the sort that I’ve described would apply not merely to 

the formulation of policy but to the carrying out of government operations. And I 

present it as the model of a social system displaying a flexibility that would permit 

government to function more effectively as a learning system.  

 

 

Implementing Government Policy  

The problem of carrying out a policy is in many ways a version of the diffusion of 

innovation—a version in which the innovation is embedded in a policy and the agent 

of diffusion is a form of government. It’s not surprising, then, that the dominant 

model of policy implementation is a centre- periphery model in which the new policy 

is taken to be defined prior to its implementation and the centre takes responsibility 

for the uniform spread of policy throughout a periphery, a range of localities. This 

centre- periphery process may work in a variety of ways: the policy may be simply 

promulgated; or the new policy may take the form of a law that’s enforced; or 

resources may be provided, or teachers or consultants, as in the case of the 

Agricultural Extension programme; or government may play the ‘propose-dispose 
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game’ with the regions —that is to say, the government formulates the policy, invites 

the regions to propose against the policy, reinforces and supports those who propose 

correctly by distributing funds and punishes those who propose incorrectly by 

withholding funds. This last method, a dominant method of policy implementation in 

the United States, is, in effect, a government version of Pavlovian conditioning.  

 

I’d like to look at the difficulties of the centre-periphery model by considering an 

example of policy implementation which began in one way and ended in another. In 

the early Sixties we had in the United States a Federal Commission concerned with 

heart, cancer and strokes—which we named the Congressional diseases. Central to the 

programme was the notion that there were certain great advances in medical research, 

and technology—open heart surgery was a case in point—which existed in the great 

medical centres but did not exist equitably and uniformly throughout the rest of the 

nation. The problem to which the programme was addressed was the problem of the 

equitable distribution of that technology and knowledge. The model proposed for 

solving the problem was advanced by Michael De Bakey, the famous surgeon from 

Houston, Texas, and consisted in a system of relationships between great medical 

centres, community hospitals and outlying physicians where the basic process was a 

diffusion of first-rate medical research and knowledge from the medical centre to the 

community hospital, to the practising physician, through a variety of means including 

training and continuing education. This became known as the De Bakey model. The 

plan was to spread that model throughout 55 regions of the United States at a rough 

yearly cost of a hundred million dollars.  

 

The consequences of the plan were interesting. The actual goals of the local agencies 

that participated in the programme turned out to be different from those of the central 

agency that administered the programme. The local agencies turned out to be 

interested in things like security, stability, protecting their jobs, protecting their own 

territory, responding to the interests of their localities as they saw them regardless of 

how anyone else saw them. They chose, therefore, to use the money that they had 

proposed to use under the regional medical programme to do things like continue the 

medical schools that they’d already started, continue the courses and programmes that 

they’d already begun, and so on. The Federal agencies would seek to control the local 

agencies and make them do what they said they were going to do, and the local 

agencies would say they would and then as far as possible divert the funds to what 

they wanted to do. The actual use the funds were put to was a result of those two 

forces.  

 

Given the fact that the central policy and its rationale were so very different from the 

discovered system of the regions, several things might happen. The two systems, 

central government and the region, might enter into a kind of pact according to which 

the region from time to time would say the right thing about what it was doing and the 

Federal agency would accept this, not pressing underneath because it really didn’t 

want to know the difference. This is evaluation in the mode of conning. Another 

possibility was that the central agency might seek to impose upon the region certain 

measures of performance and make the region live up to those measures, and in these 

circumstances what tended to happen was that the region would optimise to the 

measures rather than to what the measures were supposed to be measures of. The best 

example of this in my own experience came from the Vocational Rehabilitation 

Administration, where Congress wished to impose upon the administration a 
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requirement that they produce so many rehabilitations per year—a rehabilitation per 

year being defined as a person in a job for three months or more. The effect on the 

agency was to cream the clientele so that only the most capable were chosen; never to 

look at the difference between a person or a case, so that it wasn’t clear whether you 

were seeing 70,000 people or one person 70,000 times; and never to follow up after 

three months.  

 

There were, however, other things happening as well in the regional medical 

programme system. Some co-ordinators in the regions saw that the primary medical 

care within their systems was bad, that there were great gaps between those who 

received excellent care and those who received none, that there were major manpower 

shortages, and, most important, that they were unable to respond coherently because 

no one person or agency controlled all the elements of the system of medical care that 

needed to be controlled in order to work the problem. These co-ordinators began to 

behave as though their real mission was to transform the system of medical care in 

their regions, not simply to convey pieces of medical information. In North Carolina, 

the programme was used to connect the back of the State, which had very few 

doctors, to the medical resources of the Eastern seaboard. In New Jersey, the co-

ordinator was able to get major medical centres in the urban areas to pay serious 

attention to the ghettos immediately surrounding the hospital which had received little 

or no support before.  

 

At the same time, certain changes were taking place in the nation as a whole. We 

begun to learn from the experience of Medicare and Medicaid that the effect of large-

scale medical insurance might not be to assure care but to increase medical cost. 

Doctors were not prepared to accept nationalised health systems. Highly decentralised 

community systems were still not appropriate and something that looked like 

voluntary rearrangements of components of the medical-care system appeared to be 

necessary. The regional medical programme saw itself as a likely candidate for this 

job, and the deviations that had taken place within some regions of the country began 

to be picked up as the central concept of the programme, which was now seen to be 

about the idea of transforming the system of medical care in the regions. That idea 

had several facets to it. One was that no region is like another, and the problem of 

systems transformation became a different problem in each of 55 regions. Another 

was that each region had to be regarded as open-ended: there was no model of 

medical care that could be imposed and would last for any region. There could 

therefore be no central policy. All one could say was that there were certain themes of 

policy—themes, for example, like the shortage of medical manpower. The generation 

of central policy had to be inductively derived from the regions, and the regions 

became developers of variations upon central policy themes. The centre couldn’t 

therefore go out and evaluate what the regions were doing according to any central 

model. They could only press the regions to develop evaluation systems of their own 

which were appropriate to their own policies. The centre could pull the regions 

together in a kind of learning network so that they could learn from one another in 

their own efforts to carry out transformations of the system of medical care.  

 

Now the regional medical programme— not as it was conceived, but as it developed 

—has begun to be a learning system for government in the mode of implementing 

policy. It isn’t in the centre-periphery model but looks more like the network model of 

the business-systems firm or the student movement. It stands in contra-distinction to 
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the idea of government as an experimenter for the nation, of government as a trainer 

of the nation. It fits the notion of loss of the stable state. It fits the notion of change as 

the foreground condition against which governmental action must work. Where the 

public problem is new, there is no established policy solution or institution 

corresponding to it. The centre’s role is to announce themes of policy to the periphery, 

to initiate, facilitate and support learning efforts: the movement is then as much from 

periphery to periphery, from point to point on the periphery, as it is from centre to 

periphery. It is an inductive rather than a deductive process, and it is a process 

comparable, in its overall character, to the learning systems which we have seen in the 

evolution of business firms and of diffusion systems for technological innovation. 


